Press Release

Amundi adds two new ESG ETFs
Paris/London – 19 April 2022 – Amundi, Europe’s largest asset manager, and the leading European
ETF provider1, announces the listing of two new ESG ETFs starting from 12th April 2022: the Amundi
Global AGG SRI – UCITS ETF DR and the Amundi MSCI AC Far East Ex Japan ESG Leaders Select
– UCITS ETF DR. The ETFs have been listed on Xetra in Euros and U.S. Dollars. This initiative is part
of the Societal Project of Crédit Agricole Group and its commitment to the climate.
The Amundi Global AGG SRI – UCITS ETF DR tracks the Bloomberg MSCI Global Aggregate 500MM
ex Securitized Sustainable SRI Sector Neutral Index with ongoing charges of 0.14%. Designed as a
sustainable tool to gain exposure to the broad Fixed Income market, the ETF gives investors access to
12,000 Investment Grade corporate and government bonds issued by more than 1,200 issuers globally.
The index replicated by the ETF strictly excludes issuers involved in controversial business practices
and selects 80% of the bonds with the highest ESG score taken from the Bloomberg Global Aggregate
500MM ex Securitized index2.
The Amundi MSCI AC Far East Ex Japan ESG Leaders Select – UCITS ETF DR is an equity ETF
that tracks the MSCI AC Far East ex Japan ESG Leaders Select 5% Issuer Capped Index with ongoing
charges of 0.25%. This is the first sustainable ETF allowing investors to be exposed to a selection of
two developed markets (excluding Japan) and seven Emerging Markets countries in the Far East 3. The
ETF is well diversified across around 400 stocks and the ESG approach of the index includes a negative
screening and a best-in-class selection of the top 50% of companies with the highest ESG scores taken
from the MSCI AC Far East ex Japan Index4.
Both ETFs are classified under article 8 of the EU’s SFDR regulation 5.
Matthieu Guignard, Global Head of Product Development and Capital Markets at Amundi ETF,
Indexing & Smart Beta, said: “We are delighted to further extend our Amundi ETF responsible range
with these two new products. As investors are increasingly looking for new tools allowing them to build
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Source: Amundi, as at 31/12/2021.
Sector exclusions include alcohol, tobacco, gambling, adult entertainment, GMO, nuclear power, military weapons,
civilian firearms and thermal coal. Further details on the investment policy are available on the index provider
website: https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/product/indices/.
3 Developed Markets countries in the index include Hong Kong and Singapore. Emerging Markets countries include:
China, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand. Source: MSCI, as at 07/04/2022.
4 Issuers involved in activities in controversial weapons, nuclear weapons, civilian firearms, tobacco, alcohol,
conventional weapons, gambling, nuclear power, fossil fuel extraction and thermal coal power are excluded. Further
details on the investment policy are available on the index provider website: https://www.msci.com/.
5 SFDR: “Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation” – 2019/2088/EU. European Union regulation that requires,
amongst other things, the classification of financial products according to their ESG intensity. A fund is referred to
as “Article 8” if it promotes ESG characteristics in tandem with other financial objectives, or “Article 9” when it has
a sustainable investment objective. Any fund that does not comply with the two previous categories is an “Article 6”
fund.
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sustainable portfolios for all asset classes, we are committed to provide them with a large range of high
quality, robust and cost-efficient ESG ETFs”.

Product List
Ongoing
charges

ISIN

Bloomberg MSCI Global Aggregate 500MM ex Securitized
Sustainable SRI Sector Neutral

0.14%

LU2439734141

MSCI Ac Far East ex Japan ESG Leaders Select 5% Issuer
Capped

0.25%

LU2439119236

ETF Name

Tracked Index

Amundi Global AGG SRI – UCITS ETF DR
Amundi MSCI AC Far East Ex Japan ESG Leaders Select –
UCITS ETF DR

Ongoing charges - annual, all taxes included. The ongoing charges represent the charges taken from the fund over a year. Until the fund has closed
its accounts for the first time, the ongoing charges are estimated. Transaction cost and commissions may occur when trading ETFs.
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About Amundi
Amundi, the leading European asset manager, ranking among the top 10 global players 6, offers its 100 million
clients - retail, institutional and corporate - a complete range of savings and investment solutions in active and
passive management, in traditional or real assets.
With its six international investment hubs7, financial and extra-financial research capabilities and long-standing
commitment to responsible investment, Amundi is a key player in the asset management landscape.
Amundi clients benefit from the expertise and advice of 5,300 employees 8 in more than 35 countries. A subsidiary
of the Crédit Agricole group and listed on the stock exchange, Amundi currently manages more than €2.0 trillion of
assets9.
Amundi ETF, Indexing and Smart Beta is one of Amundi’s strategic business areas. With over 30 years of
expertise in index solutions replication and development, Amundi is the European leading UCITS ETF provider and
a partner of choice in index management, recognised for its innovation and competitiveness. The platform is also
known for its ability to develop Smart Beta & Factor Investing solutions. Responsible investment is one of the
platform’s strengths, not only for open funds but also for ESG and climate solutions. The business line manages
over €310 billion of assets10.
Amundi offers over 300 ETFs across all main asset classes, geographic regions and a large number of sectors and
themes. Amundi is leading the ESG transformation and its ETF, Indexing and Smart Beta platform is known for its
wide range of high-quality and cost-effective ESG solutions.
More information on Amundi ETF are available on the website www.amundietf.co.uk.
Amundi, a trusted partner, working every day in the interest of its clients and society.

www.amundi.com

Source: IPE “Top 500 Asset Managers” published in June 2021, based on assets under management as at 31/12/2020.
Boston, Dublin, London, Milan, Paris, and Tokyo.
Consolidated internal Amundi and Lyxor workforce as at 01/01/2022.
9
Amundi data including Lyxor as at 31/12/2021.
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Source: Amundi data including Lyxor as at 31/12/2021.
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This document and information included herein about the Amundi ETF funds is intended solely
for journalists and media professionals, provided solely to enable them to have an overview of
these funds, exclusively for their own independent editorial. Amundi Asset Management
assumes no liability, whether direct or indirect, that may result from using any information
contained in this document. In no circumstances may Amundi Asset Management be held liable
for any decision taken on the basis of this information.
Important information
Main Risks: Investment in a Fund carries a substantial degree of risk such as Risk of capital loss Underlying risk - Volatility Risk. Before any investment, please read the detailed descriptions of the main
risks in the KIID and prospectus.
This material is solely for the attention of professional and eligible counterparties, as defined in Directive MIF
2014/65/UE of the European Parliament acting solely and exclusively on their own account. It is not directed at
retail clients. In Switzerland, it is solely for the attention of qualified investors within the meaning of Article 10
paragraph 3 a), b), c) and d) of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Scheme of June 23, 2006.
This information is not for distribution and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy
any securities or services in the United States or in any of its territories or possessions subject to its jurisdiction to
or for the benefit of any U.S. Person (as defined in the prospectus of the Funds or in the legal mentions section on
www.amundi.com, www.amundietf.com and www.lyxoretf.com). The Funds have not been registered in the United
States under the Investment Company Act of 1940 and units/shares of the Funds are not registered in the United
States under the Securities Act of 1933.
This document is of a commercial nature. The Funds described in this document may not be available to
all investors and may not be registered for public distribution with the relevant authorities in all countries.
It is each investor’s responsibility to ascertain that they are authorised to subscribe or invest into this
product. Prior to investing in the product, investors should seek independent financial, tax, accounting,
and legal advice.
This is a promotional and non-contractual information which should not be regarded as an investment
advice or an investment recommendation, a solicitation of an investment, an offer or a purchase, from
Amundi Asset Management (“Amundi”) nor any of her subsidiaries, nor Lyxor International Asset
Management (“Lyxor”) and Lyxor Asset Management UK LLP (“Lyxor UK”).
The Funds are respectively Amundi UCITS ETFs (“Amundi ETF”) and Lyxor UCITS ETFs (“Lyxor ETF”). Amundi
ETF designates the ETF business of Amundi and includes the funds under both Amundi ETF and Lyxor ETF
denomination.
The Funds are French or Luxembourg open ended mutual investment funds respectively approved by the French
Autorité des Marchés Financiers or by the Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier, and
authorized for marketing of their units or shares in various European countries (the Marketing Countries) pursuant
to the article 93 of the 2009/65/EC Directive. The Funds can be sub-funds of the following umbrella structures:
For Amundi ETF: Amundi Index Solutions, Luxembourg SICAV, RCS B206810, located 5, allée Scheffer, L-2520,
managed by Amundi Luxembourg S.A.
For Lyxor ETF:
- Multi Units France, French SICAV, RCS 441 298 163, located 91-93, boulevard Pasteur, 75015 Paris, France,
managed by Lyxor International Asset Management
- Multi Units Luxembourg, RCS B115129 and Lyxor Index Fund, RCS B117500, both Luxembourg SICAV located
28-32, place de la Gare, L-1616 Luxembourg, and managed by Lyxor International Asset Management
- Lyxor SICAV, Luxembourg SICAV, RCS B140772, located 5, Allée Scheffer, L-2520 Luxembourg, managed by
Lyxor Funds Solutions
Before any subscriptions, the potential investor must read the offering documents (KIID and prospectus) of the
Funds. The prospectus in French for French UCITS ETFs and in English for Luxembourg UCITS ETFs, and the
KIID in the local languages of the Marketing Countries are available free of charge on www.amundi.com,
www.amundietf.com and www.lyxoretf.com or upon request to client-services-etf@lyxor.com. They are also
available from the headquarters of the Amundi Index Solutions SICAV, or the headquarters of Lyxor International
Asset Management (as the management company of Multi Units Luxembourg, Multi Units France and Lyxor Index
Fund) or of Lyxor Funds Solutions (as the management company of Lyxor SICAV).

Investment in a fund carries a substantial degree of risk (i.e. risks are detailed in the KIID and prospectus). Past
Performance does not predict future returns. Investment return and the principal value of an investment in funds or
other investment product may go up or down and may result in the loss of the amount originally invested. All
investors should seek professional advice prior to any investment decision, in order to determine the risks
associated with the investment and its suitability.
It is the investor’s responsibility to make sure his/her investment is in compliance with the applicable laws she/he
depends on, and to check if this investment is matching his/her investment objective with his/her patrimonial
situation (including tax aspects).
Please note that the management company may de-notify arrangements made for marketing as regards
units/shares of the Fund in a Member State of the EU in respect of which it has made a notification.
A summary of information about investors’ rights and collective redress mechanisms can be found in English on the
regulatory page at https://about.amundi.com/Metanav-Footer/Footer/Quick-Links/Legal-documentation with
respect to Amundi ETFs, and, at https://www.lyxor.com/en/investors-rights-2021-en with respect to Lyxor ETFs.
This
document
was
not
reviewed,
stamped
or
approved
by
any
financial
authority.
This document is not intended for and no reliance can be placed on this document by persons falling outside of
these categories in the below mentioned jurisdictions. In jurisdictions other than those specified below, this
document is for the sole use of the professional clients and intermediaries to whom it is addressed. It is not to be
distributed to the public or to other third parties and the use of the information provided by anyone other than the
addressee is not authorised.
This material is based on sources that Amundi for Amundi ETF, and Lyxor and Lyxor UK for Lyxor ETF consider to
be reliable at the time of publication. Data, opinions and analysis may be changed without notice. Amundi, Lyxor
and Lyxor UK accept no liability whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the use of information
contained in this material. Amundi or Lyxor can in no way be held responsible for any decision or investment made
on the basis of information contained in this material.
Updated composition of the product’s investment portfolio is available on www.amundietf.com or www.lyxoretf.com.
Units of a specific UCITS ETF managed by an asset manager and purchased on the secondary market cannot
usually be sold directly back to the asset manager itself. Investors must buy and sell units on a secondary market
with the assistance of an intermediary (e.g. a stockbroker) and may incur fees for doing so. In addition, investors
may pay more than the current net asset value when buying units and may receive less than the current net asset
value when selling them.
Indices and the related trademarks used in this document are the intellectual property of index sponsors and/or its
licensors. The indices are used under license from index sponsors. The Funds based on the indices are in no way
sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by index sponsors and/or its licensors and neither index sponsors nor its
licensors shall have any liability with respect thereto. The indices referred to herein (the “Index”) are neither
sponsored, approved or sold by Amundi nor Lyxor nor Lyxor Funds Solutions. Neither Amundi nor Lyxor nor Lyxor
Funds Solutions shall assume any responsibility in this respect.
In EEA Member States, the content of this document is approved by Amundi and Lyxor for use with Professional
Clients (as defined in EU Directive 2004/39/EC) only and shall not be distributed to the public.
Information reputed exact as of the date mentioned above.
Reproduction prohibited without the written consent of Amundi.
UNITED KINGDOM
In the UK, this document is issued by Amundi (UK) Limited, 77 Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5BJ, United Kingdom
and Lyxor Asset Management UK LLP (“Lyxor UK”), 77 Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5BJ. Amundi (UK) Limited
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and entered on the FCA’s Financial Services
Register under number 114503. Lyxor UK is authorized and regulated by the FCA entered on the FCA’s Financial
Services Register under number 435658. This may be checked at https://register.fca.org.uk/ and further information
of its authorisation is available on request.
Amundi Index Solutions SICAV is recognised schemes for the purposes of Section 264 of the Financial Services
and Markets Act 2000 (the “FSMA”) of the UK and can be promoted and sold direct to the public in the United
Kingdom subject to compliance with the FSMA and applicable regulations made thereunder. Where a fund is an
unregulated collective investment scheme under the FSMA it will not carry the protection provided by the UK
regulatory system. This document is addressed only to those persons in the UK falling within one or more of the
following exemptions from the restrictions in s 238 FSMA:
- Authorised firms under FSMA and certain other investment professionals falling within article 14 of the FSMA
(Promotion of Collective Investment Schemes) (Exemptions) Order 2001, as amended (the “CIS Order”) and their
directors, officers and employees acting for such entities in relation to investment;
- High value entities falling within article 22 CIS Order and their directors, officers and employees acting for such
entities in relation to investment;
- Other persons who are in accordance with the Rules of the FCA prior to 1 November 2007 classified as
Intermediate Customers or Market Counterparties or on or thereafter classified as Professional Clients or Eligible

Counterparties.
The distribution of this document to any person in the UK not falling within one of the above categories is not
permitted by Amundi (UK) Limited and may contravene FSMA. No person in the UK falling outside those categories
should rely or act on it for any purposes whatsoever. Where a fund is an unregulated collective investment scheme
under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (“FSMA”) it will not carry the protection provided by the UK
regulatory system.
Potential investors in the UK should be aware that none of the protections afforded by the UK regulatory system
will apply to an investment in the Funds and that compensation will not be available under the UK Financial Services
Compensation Scheme.

